
Dimensions (mm) Base Options Mechanism Arm Options

RED
High back task 
(shown with 
AD and B2)

Standard 
B9 27" Black nylon

Optional 
B2 Black nylon Spider
B3 Chrome base/gas
B5 Aluminium spider

M1 (PCB)

M2 (Tilt)

M3 (Synchro)

REDHR
High back task 
with headrest* 
(shown with AD 
and B2)

Standard 
B9 27" Black nylon

Optional 
B2 Black nylon Spider
B3 Chrome base/gas
B5 Aluminium spider

M1 (PCB)

M2 (Tilt)

M3 (Synchro)

RED/C
High back visitor 
cantilever (shown 
with AH)

Standard 
BL Black

Optional 
CRF Chrome

Independent mechanism allows an accurate angle between the seat and backrest to be achieved. When unlocked the chair  
‘rocks’ from a semi-knee tilt point allowing good movement without adjusting your trunk to thigh angle. Tension control 
allows you to adjust how easy, or difficult, it is to recline in the chair.

Waterfall front edge reduces 
pressure behind your knees.

Deep moulded CMHR 
foam contoured seat to fit  
your thighs comfortably.

Good lumbar support to help you 
maintain the natural curvature of 
your lumbar region.

‘S’ shaped to support your 
whole back.

590

490-580

485 520

590

490-580

485 520

560

500

480 520

Tension adjustment to suit
individual user weight 
(M2 & M3 only).

Ratchet back height adjustment.

Offered with a choice of mechanism:
• M1 - PCB  permanent contact back
• M2 - Tilt - adjustment of seat and back  
 angles independently
• M3 - Synchro - synchronised seat   
 and back action. Synchro mechanism  
  option offers tension adjustment to   

suit individual user weight.
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The Re-act Deluxe is a supportive chair with great 
adjustability and is available with specialist adaptations 
such as seat air, headrest and coccyx cut-out for 
enhanced comfort. The Re-act Deluxe is suited to larger/
taller users due to its deep seat and large backrest.

Re-act Deluxe

 Headrests can’t be retrofitted.

Code

*CC Coccyx cut-out £23

*SL Seat lumbar £64

*L Inflatable lumbar £47

SS Seat slide £39

**MF Memory foam seat £54

*TL Thoracic lumbar £47

CRF Cantilever chrome frame £67

*Cannot be retrofitted

**Memory foam must have seat slide option but not available 
  with Seat Lumbar or Coccyx cut-out

5-10 working days
subject to fabric 
availability

5 year warranty

Min 95% recyclable. 
Details available on 
specification sheet

21kg
REDHR/M2/AN/
B1/L/SS
other weights on 
application

Upholstery available 
in fabric, leather 
and vinyl

BS 5459
Foam: BS 5852. 
Compliant with 
HSE seating at work 
directives

Chrome 3
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